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The SwellPro Team are the Pioneers of the Waterproof Drone, we designed and manufactured the worlds first waterproof 

drone, and, as such have an expanding network of agencies in many different countries. Our factory includes many different 

departments:  R&D, PD, QA, QC Systems, Production Control, and manufacturing. SwellPro continues to expand and work 

with, and establish long term associations with professional and experienced partners who want to become our distributors 

or dealers.

APPLICANTS REQUIREMENTS:

1.Be an established company with a minimum of 1 year experience in the Drone or related industry.

2.To include related departments which can be responsible in the drone business, who will have experience in aftersales

service and the ability to teach and bring new applicants up to our standards.

Dealer Application Form

Company Detail

Company

Name

Address

City

Country

Postal Code/Zip

Telephone

Mobile

Fax

Email

Website

Years in business

Please Provide a short brief of your company’s history.
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Please list the company’s main executives, indcluding name and title.

Number of employees in the company.

Please list any associated companies or branches.

Please list the products or services provided by your company.
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Please tell us about your expertise in the drone industry.

Please indicate the geographic territory where you are interested in obtaining distributorship/dealership 

rights with SwellPro

Please detail your marketing strategy to promote and sell SwellPro products.

How did you ÿnd out about SwellPro ?



IMPORTANT NOTE:

● Please note that should there be any outstanding information which may be required, your application may be delayed.

● Only electronic applications by email will be accepted. Hand written, or faxed, application forms will not be considered.

● Please send the completed application form to the person you established contact with, by email, Please include with any

attachments that you feel are necessary to support your application.

● Please ensure that you have read and understand the basic terms & disclaimer below.

BASIC TERMS:

● Sample testing will have extra cost, and will be at the dealer price, SwellPro does not  support free samples. This is due to the

high residual value of each model.

● Should the need arise for any questions and assistance in testing, the applicant should ask the SwellPro team for assistance,

SwellPro will not be held responsible for any costs incurred as a result of a crash or artificial damage and operation. 

● If the applicant is totally a new company and want to embark into the drone business, we will train their related department

online, until they know how to fly our drone and become sufficiently familiar with the necessary technical information and 

knowledge, to effectively support their customers.

● The first order should be a minimum of 5 drones, and, the following order quantities should be no less than 10 drones.

● The distributor/dealer agency must comply with the terms and conditions as described in our distributor or dealer

agreement, any breech or misconduct will result in the immediate termination of the agreement.

● The cooperating distributor/dealer should in charge of the aftersales service in the defined local region.
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Please indicate any additional information that you think would support your application.



IMPORTANT NOTE:

The applicant certifies that the information provided, at the time the exclusive agency application form is submitted, is true 

and correct, and that any correspondence following the acceptance of such an application and/or the effectiveness of any 

agreement between SwellPro and applicant is conditional solely on the fact that the application has been completed in its 

totality, and in a truthful manner. 

The applicant agrees and understands that any omission or erroneous assertion of any fact or fundamental circumstance on 

the application will be considered by SwellPro a reason to reject such an application and/or SwellPro is within its rights to 

terminate any agreement between SwellPro and applicant, which may be in effect now or in the future, 

The applicant also agrees to immediately notify SwellPro in writing, of any changes in the facts or described circumstances as 

noted in the application. The lack of notification to SwellPro of any significant change will be considered a material reason to 

reject such application and/or lead to the immediate termination by SwellPro without any responsibility of any type for the 

purpose of any other agreement which may be in effect now, or in the future, between SwellPro and the applicant.

The applicant certifies that all submitted information is exact and complete and agrees with all the terms and conditions 

stated previously.
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